
What Type of Containers Are Best to Store Fresh Home Cooked Cookies 
to Keep Them Fresh?

Research Question

Which containers are best for storing cookies to keep them 
from going stale?

Data Analysis/Results

(Glass jar) Weirdly when I felt (pushed into the cookies) they were softer 
than when I felt them the day before.

(Ziploc Bag) the Ziploc bag cookie was just like glass jar cookies.

(Tupperware) the cookies were like the previous two cookies, but when I 
tried to break them apart, they slowly disconnected like play doe.

(Brown Paper Bag) The cookies in the brown plastic bag were the 
hardest, and the stalest, no discussion.

Methodology
• Bake 8 cookies
• Put 2 in each container
• Leave containers on kitchen counter for 3 days
• Record results based on softness and taste

Interpretation/Conclusions

(Abstract Summary) According to the data I collected, 
Tupperware is the best type of container to keep freshly 
baked cookies, to keep them from going stale.



Introduction
This experiment helps people know what container to keep their cookies in. What inspired me to do this experiment is remember when I ate 
some cookies that I baked, and they were all hard and the only thing I ate were crumbs. First, I baked some cookies, then I kept them in 
different containers for 3 days. I wrote down the results on the final day. I did the same process for all the cookies.

I tried to push into them (when fresh out the oven the cookies go into themself) I broke them open (when fresh out the oven the cookie 
crumbs slowly disconnect like play doe) and I tasted them (when fresh out the oven cookies taste like... cookies)

Most of the cookies were hard and crumbly, but the one that I thought was the best was the Tupperware container.

Why do cookies go stale? Cookies go stale because the moisture in the cookies evaporates. That is why they get stiff, hard, and crumbly. 
Cookies go stale for the same reason as bread and muffins and other baked goods. The best way to keep cookies from going stale is to eat 
them the day they are baked. According to Plastic. Education, there are thousands of chemicals in food containers. Chemicals such as BPA 
(Bisphenol A) Phthalates, Polyfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS). These chemicals can migrate from the container to the food.

How are Brown paper bags made? Brown paper bags are made from Kraft paper and laminated Kraft paper. How are plastic bags made? Plastic 
bags are made of something called polyethylene that make small little pellets. The pellets are melted down in a process called “Blown film 
extrusion.” Then they are shaped into a bag shape. There is not much air flow in paper brown bags because there are no small holes in the bag, 
but with plastic bags, there are tiny holes that allow air flow.



Question/Problem and Predictions

Question:Which containers are best for storing cookies to keep them from going stale?

Hypothesis:My hypothesis was that the Ziploc bag was going to work best, because how airtight it was.



Investigative Methods and Procedure

Variables:

IV: The types/Material of 
container.

DV: How long the cookies get 
stale in 3 days.

Materials:

Brown grocery bag (like 
sprouts)
Glass jar
Tupperware
Ziploc bag
Cookies

Procedure:

•Bake 8 cookies
•Put 2 in each container
•Leave containers on kitchen counter for 3 days
•Record results



Results and Data Visualization
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Discussion and Interpretation

(Glass jar) Weirdly when I felt (pushed into the cookies) they were softer than when I felt them the day before. When I broke them 
apart, the cookie crumbs slowly disconnected but snapped before I could break it apart. When I tasted them, they tasted like 
cookies but were still hard and crumbly. (Summary) the cookie was stale but was a little soft at the same time.

(Ziploc Bag) the Ziploc bag cookie was just like glass jar cookies. One thing I did notice was that the cookie was soft in the middle 
but took more force to push into. They tasted like cookies but were softer than the glass jar.

(Tupperware) the cookies were like the previous two cookies, but when I tried to break them apart, they slowly disconnected like
play doe. They did not just snap apart like the other 2 cookies. When I tasted them, they tasted like cookies, but were 
unsurprisingly softer than the previous 2 cookies. (Summary) a lot softer the glass and Ziploc containers.

(Brown Paper Bag) The cookies in the brown plastic bag were the hardest, and the stalest, no discussion. Not only were they hard
to break, but they just snapped apart when they did. I could not press into them without breaking them. When I ate them, they
were very dry, and hard. The Brown Bag cookie was hard and stale.



Implications and Ideas for Future Research

What type of containers are best to store fresh home cooked cookies to keep them fresh? The reason I did this experiment is to see what types 
of containers are best for storing food and what makes them good for storing food. My hypothesis was that the Ziploc bag was going to work 
best, because how airtight it was. My recorded results do not support my hypothesis because the best container was the Tupperware 
container. Some changes I could have made in my procedure is record results for everyday leading up to the final day.
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